Arms Control and Non-Proliferation

The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on arms control and non-proliferation written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of arms control and non-proliferation

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.
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INTERSECTIONS: DEI & ARMS CONTROL AND NON-PROLIFERATION
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Cybersecurity

The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on cybersecurity written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of cybersecurity

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.
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REGION-SPECIFIC DISCUSSIONS OF CYBERSECURITY BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS
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INTERSECTIONS: DEI & CYBERSECURITY
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National Security and Defense

The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on national security and defense written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of national security and defense

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.
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REGION-SPECIFIC DISCUSSIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY AND DEFENSE BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS
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Key words: foreign policy and security policy, national security, Serbia, Europe


Key words: defense spending and national security, economic growth and national security, national security of Pakistan, national security policy


Key words: China, the United States, national security, defense strategy

INTERSECTIONS: DEI & NATIONAL SECURITY AND DEFENSE


Key words: commercial trade offsets, countertrade, defense offsets, industrial participation, offsets


Key words: legislators, political conflict, defense spending, executive branch, political representation, political partisanship, war, conflict

Key words: conflict, Europe, feminism, gender equality, hegemonic masculinity
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The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on nuclear proliferation written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of nuclear proliferation

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.
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REGION-SPECIFIC DISCUSSIONS OF NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS
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INTERSECTIONS: DEI & NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION
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Peacekeeping

The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on peacekeeping written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of peacekeeping

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.
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Key words: violent conflict, conflict management, third-party military deployments


Key words: peacekeeping, UN commitment, involvement of great powers or regional organizations


Key words: United Nations, international organisations, peacekeeping, International Relations theory, realism, liberal institutionalism, rational choice institutionalism, sociological institutionalism, constructivism, practice theory, complexity theory, critical security studies, feminist institutionalism


Key words: international conflict, cultural norms, UN peacekeeping
REGION-SPECIFIC DISCUSSIONS OF PEACEKEEPING BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS
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INTERSECTIONS: DEI & PEACEKEEPING
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Terrorism, Counter-terrorism and Violent Extremism

The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on terrorism, counter-terrorism, and violent extremism written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of terrorism, counter-terrorism, and violent extremism

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.
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Key words: political extremism, violent extremism, peace negotiations, religious terrorism, peace treaties, peacetime, government, violence, critical values
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REGION-SPECIFIC DISCUSSIONS OF TERRORISM BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS


Key words: expected utility, repression, religious terrorism, rational choice theory, violent crimes, constituents, datasets, military deterrence, political violence


Key words: leftist governments, U.S. relations, George W. Bush administration


Key words: political violence, democracy, cold wars, narcoterrorism, guerrilla warfare, violence, bombings, income inequality, rule of law
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Key words: the spread of crime, worldwide diffusion of terrorism, “domino effect”


Key words: regional terrorism, Jihad, EU, political violence
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INTERSECTIONS: DEI & TERRORISM


Key words: Boko Haram, gender, insurgency, objectification, women, victimhood


Key words: child terrorists, child soldiers, coercion, terrorist organization


Key words: ISIS, children’s rights, victimhood, terrorism
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Transnational Crime

The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on transnational crime written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of transnational crime

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.
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Key words: advocacy, conflict-related sexual violence, criminal policy, feminism, human trafficking, international crimes, legal strategies, NGO, prostitution, unintended consequences


Key words: geopolitics and transnational crime, illicit economy, cyberspace
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REGION-SPECIFIC DISCUSSIONS OF TRANSNATIONAL CRIME BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS


Key words: Central America and Caribbean, cocaine, territorial groups, smuggling, trafficking


Key words: East Asia and the Pacific, migrant smuggling, illegal wildlife trade, illicit trade


Key words: ethnic groups, narco-traffickers, insurgents, terror organizations, Central Asia


Key words: West Africa, methamphetamine, smuggling of migrants, firearms trafficking, fraudulent essential medicines

INTERSECTIONS: DEI & TRANSNATIONAL CRIME


Key words: female criminality, women criminals, Mafia, organized crime


Key words: transnational environmental crime, third parties, national security, prevention


Key words: transnational crime, human rights, child sexual abuse, criminal law, legal status, laws, criminal jurisdiction, child sexual exploitation, exterritoriality

Key words: Gender, organized crime, transnational crime, human trafficking


Key words: transnational organized crime, female power
Women, Peace and Security

The Georgetown Institute for Women, Peace and Security developed a resource center for academics and practitioners interested in gender and conflict. Please visit our WPS Resource Center for nearly 2,000 articles, books, and other resources about women, peace and security.

The following is material to consider for your syllabus. Specifically, there is:

1. Scholarly writing on women, peace and security written by diverse scholars and experts
2. Scholarly writing providing geographic variety and geographically varied perspectives
3. Studies and analyses examining diversity, equity and inclusion-related dimensions of women, peace and security

This is a living document; resources will be added and altered over time to ensure timeliness and quality. We would welcome your contributions and feedback.

DISCUSSIONS OF THEORY BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS


Key words: gender, conflict, post-conflict, sexual violence, feminism, United Nations, Women, Peace and Security Agenda, international actors, peace, war


Key words: WPS agenda, women peace and security, UNSCR 1325, gender and security, UN Security Council, women’s rights, conflict and post-conflict


Key words: security of state, war, women in democracy


Key words: women’s linkage of state-level variables, state security

Key words: the futures of women, peace and security


Key words: women terrorism, feminism, political violation


Key words: anarchy, structure, gender, war


Key words: peace support operations, violent conflict, gender, national security forces and armed groups, peacemaking

REGION-SPECIFIC DISCUSSIONS OF WOMEN, PEACE AND SECURITY BY DIVERSE SCHOLARS


Key words: military battles, conflict-mitigating institutions, peace conceptualizations


Key words: United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325, peacekeeping, Africa.


Key words: maritime sector, human rights, National Action Plans, the field of women, peace and security, violent conflict, climate and environment, countering violent extremism, economic participation, human development, peacemaking, sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV), UN Resolutions, violent extremism

Key words: Pacific Island countries, peacebuilding, gendered regional peace


Key words: Sub-Saharan Africa, Mozambique, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Disarmament Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR), peacekeeping, post-conflict reconstruction, Security Sector Reform (SSR), transitional justice
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Key words: Myanmar, Ukraine, peace and security mechanisms, advancing women’s rights

INTERSECTIONS: DEI & WOMEN, PEACE AND SECURITY


Key words: LGBTI movements, Iraq, activism, gender


Key words: WPS, SGBV, queer security analysis, cisprivilege, heteronormativity, gendered violence


Key words: inclusive security, statebuilding, democratization and political participation, peace accords, peacemaking, post-conflict reconstruction

Key words: UN Security Council Resolution 1325, reconceptualization of gender